<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revisions</th>
<th>Standard Drawing No.</th>
<th>Design &amp; Right-of-Way</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-1-D-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Roadway, Median Ditch**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Filler**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Shoulder**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Side Wall**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Elevation**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Existing Ground**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Roadway, Existing Grade**
- DE Surface Perimeter
- DE Surface Slope Vectors
- DE Surface Triangles
- & DE Surface Volume

**Cross Section Volume**

**Right-Of-Way Text**
- DE Right-Of-Way Text

**Right-Of-Way Parcel**
- DE Right-Of-Way Parcel

**Total Ownership Map**
- DE Total Ownership Map

**Right-Of-Way Permanent Easement**
- DE Right-Of-Way Permanent Easement

**Right-Of-Way Temporary Easement**
- DE Right-Of-Way Temporary Easement

**Right-Of-Way Existing Easement**
- DE Right-Of-Way Existing Easement

**Right-Of-Way Proposed Easement**
- DE Right-Of-Way Proposed Easement

**Right-Of-Way Proposed Road**
- DE Right-Of-Way Proposed Road

**Right-Of-Way Obstructed Road**
- DE Right-Of-Way Obstructed Road

Lifestyles or Colors represented by ??? have not been developed and will be available with a future release.

**SYMBOLIC KEY**

**Legend**

**Description**

**Level/Name**

**Color/Line Style or Cont Weight**

**NOT APPROVED**

**PRELIMINARY FOR CONSTRUCTION**